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In this work, we present a fabrication process for widely spaced periodic silicon pillars with high aspect 

ratio. We used an optimized Bosch process and designed sacrificial structures to avoid the formation of 
micro-grass in open areas.  

 

The formation of grass, also known as “black silicon,” is caused by micro masking during the reactive ion 
etching of the silicon substrate. The phenomenon is often more pronounced in open areas (see Figure 1) 

than in smaller features. This difference is attributed to the thickness of the passivation layer created during 

a cyclic Bosch process. The passivating layer grows thicker in large open areas than in narrower trenches 
where transport of molecules to the surface is more difficult [1]. Thus, during the subsequent etching step, 

portions of the passivating film remain and cause micro masking which results in formation of grass. This 

problem can be overcome by using a higher bias power, which results in a better clean of the bottom 
surface during the etching step, and thus removes the unwanted micro masking. However, this technique 

also erodes the masking material faster and thus reduces the overall selectivity, limiting the possibility for 

higher aspect ratio structures. There are other ways to reduce grass formation during dry etching of silicon, 

and several publications have demonstrated that parameters such as temperature and IPC power can 

significantly affect the roughness in large open areas [1], [2]. When the right balance is found between the 

parameters, it is possible to obtain a grass-free bottom surface. However, fine-tuning of the parameters is 
often specific for the reactor and is less likely to work when applied to another reactor, which may have a 

different geometry or may show what we call a “memory effect” (i.e. contamination of the chamber due to 

the previous usage).  
 

In our experiment, we use sacrificial structures to reduce the silicon loading of the open area in between the 

silicon pillars (see Figure 2). By reducing the silicon loading in these open areas, we create local 
geometries of smaller size that prevent grass formation during etching. The use of sacrificial structures is 

commonly used to free up areas with local silicon loading of 100% [3], [4], but for loading in the range of 

60% to 80%, like the case of an array of widely spaced pillars, it becomes more difficult. The loading is 
still too large to prevent grass formation and if one uses sacrificial structures, they must fulfill the following 

conditions:  

 

 Reduce the loading to avoid grass formation. 

 The design must compensate for the reactive ion etching lag (RIE-lag) to avoid regions with 
faster/slower etch. 

 The sacrificial structures must be able to be removed without affecting the main pillars 
significantly. 

 

Figure 3 shows the process flow we used for the etching of widely spaced pillar arrays. We used an 
optimized Bosch process to etch the pillars to the desired depth and then executed an isotropic underetch to 

partially release the sacrificial structures. The sacrificial structures were afterwards fully removed in an 

ultrasonic bath.  An example of an array of 10 µm diameter pillars, etched with sacrificial structures is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. – SEM image of etched pillars and grass 
formation using a mask without sacrificial 

structures. Insert: micrograph image of the initial 

lithography mask. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. - Micrograph images of examples of 

periodic 2D pillars with sacrificial structure. Scale 

bar : 10 µm. 

 

 
Figure 3. – Process flow for reactive ion etching of 

pillars using a RIE-lag compensated sacrificial 
structure design. 

 
 

Figure 4. - SEM image of etched pillars after ultra-

sonic bath sacrificial structure removal. Sacrificial 
structures with RIE-lag compensation were used. 

Insert: micrograph of the initial lithography mask. 
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